
“WHAT CANNOT BE SAID ABOVE
ALL MUST NOT BE SILENCED BUT

WRITTEN.”
- JACQUES DERRIDA
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FEATURES OF THE MONTH

NEW BOOKS
DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW AT THE LIBRARY 

CANADA READS 2024

Thirteen top authors for young people speak out about

what it's like to have your work banned or challenged in

America today. They discuss why their books have faced

censorship, how the challenges have affected their

writing, and why some people want to deny access to

books. Meanwhile, Leonard S. Marcus puts First

Amendment challenges in a historical context and takes

a promising look at the vibrant support network that has

risen up to protect and defend young people's rights.

Cordelia Carstains flees to Paris with Matthew Fairchild,

but receives shocking news from home: Tatiana

Blackthorn has escaped the Adamant Citadel, and

London is under new threat by the Prince of Hell, Belial.

The long-kept secret that Belial is James and Lucie's

grandfather has been revealed, and the Herondales are

under suspicion of dealings with demons.

After a week of debates, the 2024 Canada

Reads winner has been named. 

Borrow your copy of ‘The Future’ by Catherine

Leroux, translated by Susan Ouriou, from the

Library. View the other contenders for Canada

Reads on CBC Reads: https://www.cbc.ca/

books/meet-the-canada-reads-2024-

contenders-1.7073689  
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“I GREW UP WRITING ABOUT THE
PARANORMAL, AND I BLAME TOO

MANY SATURDAY MORNINGS
WATCHING 'SCOOBY DOO’.”

- KELLEY ARMSTRONG

ADULT

Historical Fiction

Fantasy/Mystery

Fiction

Dystopian Fiction

Mystery fiction

TRY SOME ROMANCE

Women can be heroes. When twenty-year-old nursing

student Frances "Frankie" McGrath hears these

unexpected words, it is a revelation. In 1965 the

world is changing, and she suddenly imagines a

different choice for her life. When her brother ships

out to serve in Vietnam, she impulsively joins the

Army Nurse Corps and follows his path. As green and

inexperienced as the men sent to Vietnam to fight,

Frankie is overwhelmed by the chaos and destruction

of war, as well as the unexpected trauma of coming

home to a changed and politically divided America.
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“BIRDS OF  A  FEATHER  BURN 
TOGETHER, THOUGH  AS  A 

RULE RAVENS  ARE  SINGULAR.”
MARGARET ATWOOD, ‘MORNING
IN THE BURNED HOUSE: POEMS’

ADULT NON-FICTION

WHAT’S NEW IN LARGE PRINT

Exploring how witchcraft became feared,

decriminalized, reimagined, and eventually reframed

as gendered persecution, Witchcraft takes on the

intersections between gender and power, indigenous

spirituality and colonial rule, and political conspiracy

and individual resistance. Offering a vivid, compelling,

and dramatic story, unspooling through centuries,

about the men and women who were accused--some

of whom survived their trials, and some who did not--

Witchcraft empowers the people who were and are

victimized and marginalized, giving a voice to those

who were silenced by history.
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History

Cookbook

Employment

Self-Help



“BOOKS ARE MY FRIENDS, MY
COMPANIONS. THEY MAKE ME

LAUGH AND CRY AND FIND
MEANING IN LIFE.”

- CHRISTOPHER PAOLINI

Psychological

Fiction

Historical Fiction

Science Fiction

Paranormal

Fiction

AUDIOBOOKS

A dazzling epic of WWII-era Nassau - a hotbed of

spies, traitors, and the most infamous couple of the

age, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor. The Bahamas,

1941. Newly-widowed Leonora "Lulu" Randolph arrives

in Nassau to investigate the Duke and Duchess of

Windsor for a New York society magazine. But as she

infiltrates the Duke and Duchess's social circle, and the

powerful cabal that controls the islands' political and

financial affairs, she uncovers evidence that beneath

the glister of Wallis and Edward's marriage lies an ugly

- and even treasonous - reality. Then Nassau's

wealthiest man is murdered in one of the most

notorious cases of the century, and the resulting

cover-up reeks of royal privilege.
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“JUST DO THE BEST YOU CAN
WITH WHAT’S WITHIN YOUR

POWER.”
- TATSUYA ENDO, ‘SPY X

FAMILY’

YOUNG ADULT

MANGA READS

The next chapter in this popular manga series is a

series of short stories! In this book of Spy x Family

original prose stories, Anya attempts to make

friends with her target Damian during an Eden

Academy camping trip, Yuri spends his day off

babysitting his niece, and Franky seeks Loid's help

in winning the heart of a blind opera singer. Then,

when the family sits for a portrait painting, Yor is

terrified that her secret identity will be blown. And

in the final story, the family is scrutinized by a pair

of unseen observers... There's never been a family

quite like this one!
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Mystery Fiction

Fantasy

Romance

Fantasy Fiction

Mythological

Fiction



“WE ARE ALL BORN WITH A DIVINE
FIRE IN US. OUR EFFORTS SHOULD BE
TO GIVE WINGS TO THIS FIRE AND FILL
THE WORLD WITH THE GLOW OF ITS

GOODNESS.”
- A. P. J. ABDUL KALAM

A group of Cree teens gather around a fire to

share stories of spirits and shapeshifters in

this chilling debut graphic novel. Inspired by

Cree folklore and modern Cree life, Bad

Medicine will transport readers to terrifying

new worlds that only exist at the edges of

human imagination.

GRAPHIC NOVELS
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“A LITTLE MAGIC CAN TAKE
YOUR A LONG WAY.”

- ROALD DAHL, ‘JAMES AND
THE GIANT PEACH’

JUNIOR
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JUNIOR NON-FICTION

When her brother and friends are kidnapped, Riley

embarks on a quest to enter the Enchanted Territory

and ask the Fairy Queen for help, but in order to

succeed, she must navigate the magical societies and

learn the truth behind the history of Atlantis.

Discover what book 3 of Kate O’Hearn’s Atlantis

series has in store, or start from the beginning at the

Library!

Humourous

Fiction

Action and

Adventure

Fantasy Fiction

Humourous

Fiction



"ALL GROWN-UPS WERE ONCE
CHILDREN... BUT ONLY FEW OF

THEM REMEMBER IT."
- ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY

PICTURE BOOKS

When a young girl and her mother go to visit her

family, the girl notices a change. At home, her

mother mostly stays inside. Here, her mother

likes to explore and go hiking. The girl has never

seen her so happy! Her mother tells her about

the trees, bushes, flowers and birds. 

But her mother's smile goes away when they

return home. It's cold and she doesn't want to go

outside. She goes back to wearing her big quilted

jackets and watering her houseplants. How can

the girl show her mother that nature here can be

wondrous too?
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EARLY CHAPTER BOOKS



"DÈS QUE VOUS DOUTEZ DE
POUVOIR VOLER, VOUS CESSEZ
POUR TOUJOURS DE POUVOIR LE

FAIRE."
- J.M. BARRIE, PETER PAN

LIVRES FRANÇAIS

POUR LES JEUNES LECTEURS

À la maison, Maggie est une exception. Ses parents

sont préoccupés par le nouveau bébé qu'ils

attendent et ses jeunes frères sont jumeaux et

toujours dans leur propre monde. Maggie pense

qu'un nouveau chiot est la solution, mais lorsqu'elle

va en sélectionner un le jour de son anniversaire,

elle a des éruptions cutanées et de l'urticaire. Elle

est gravement allergique à tout ce qui a de la

fourrure ! Maggie parviendra-t-elle à déjouer ses

allergies et à trouver l'animal parfait ?
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COMMUNITY RECOMMENDATIONS
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